
News story: Civil Nuclear Constabulary
and partner organisation win award

The Civil Nuclear Constabulary (CNC), in partnership with CMAC Business
Continuity Transport, were the proud winners of the Strategy in Partnership
award at the CIR Magazine 20th Anniversary Business Continuity Awards in
London.

The annual award ceremony recognises the resilience achievements of
individuals and organisations from across the world and the CNC were
nominated in the ‘Strategy in Partnership’ Award, which recognises where two
organisations have worked together to overcome a challenge.

In the face of strong competition from five other nominees, the Civil Nuclear
Constabulary and CMAC were announced as the standout winners, with the judges
focusing on the changing landscape in the resilience sector and the increased
threat from terrorism in the UK, along with the challenges that have been
faced in responding to and defeating planned attacks.

Mike Griffiths, Chief Constable and Joseph Shearer-Rust, Resilience Officer,
accepted the award on the behalf of the CNC.

Chief Constable Mike Griffiths said:

“It was an honour for the CNC to receive this national award and is
recognition of the hard work, dedication and commitment of all our officers
and staff. With the intimate support of CMAC we deployed at very short notice
over 800 officers across two deployments to 23 different Home Office force
areas in a matter of hours.

“The critical element in the success of this deployment was the hard work and
detailed planning which went into this contingency plan and the close working
relationship we have with CMAC. They understood our needs and delivered our
people to the locations from which they were able to conduct their armed
policing tasks. This was truly a joint endeavour.”
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News story: Tyneside craft supplier
weaves its way to success in the US

The North Shields-based business, founded in 2013, will use the Quilt Market
Houston trade show to unveil its new ‘Tessepatch’ range to the US market.

Craft Yourself Silly found early success through its use of a traditional
North East craft method known as ’proggy rag rugging’, where scraps of
material are pushed through holes in a woven fabric.

Today, it manufactures DIY kits that allow crafters to use the traditional
’proggy‘ technique to make soft toy animals, fabric accessories and
decorations, selling its products online and in stores like Hobbycraft, as
well as in a major US craft retail chain.

In 2014, the firm won a £300,000 contract from JOANN, one of the largest
chains of craft and hobby stores in the US, after receiving support from the
Department for International Trade (DIT) to showcase its products at the
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Creativation trade show in Phoenix, Arizona.

The firm’s products are now stocked in 865 JOANN stores across 49 US states.
Last year, exporting accounted for almost a third of the company’s total
revenue.

Founder and Managing Director Hayley Smith said:

In the UK, the craft and hobby market is worth around £4 billion
every year, while in the US, the value of the market is 10 times
that size.

We’ve managed to tap into that demand with great success. But the
process hasn’t been without its hurdles. After securing our
contract with JOANN, we found ourselves needing to fill shipping
containers instead of pallet crates and had to very quickly get to
grips with US customs processes, labelling requirements, and safety
standards. We also needed to learn about variations in laws and
regulations, which can differ from state to state.

DIT was on-hand to help us at every step of the way, offering
expertise and guidance to make everything as smooth as possible, in
addition to introductions to new suppliers.

My advice to anyone thinking about exporting for the first time is
to get in touch with DIT at the earliest opportunity – the team
knows what opportunities exist in different markets, and what
support is available to help you get there. After that, give it
your best shot. If we can do it, you can too.



Managing Director Hayley Smith and her patchwork products.

David Coppock, Head of Exports for the North East at the Department for
International Trade, said:

Craft Yourself Silly has managed to turn a traditional North East
art form into an international bestseller through ambition and
drive.

We know that 2 of the main barriers preventing companies across the
region from exporting are the perceived difficulties with legal and
tax requirements and finding suitable buyers or trading partners.
We can assist firms with both of these, and far more besides.

To help companies make the most of demand overseas, we have 19
International Trade Advisers based on the ground across the North
East. These advisers are ready to provide specialist guidance to
firms looking to export for the first time, or to increase their
exporting activity. I would urge anyone interested to get in touch
as the support is out there.

DIT’s Exporting is GREAT campaign aims to help more businesses explore new
markets overseas. The campaign is currently showcasing 30+ UK businesses –
from a range of sectors and regions – to inspire and support firms up and
down the country to export.



Firms looking for support should visit great.gov.uk which has information on
live export opportunities and includes general information on exporting and
events.
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News story: Developing analytics for
the health service: apply for funding

The Department of Health in Northern Ireland is to invest £180,000 in
projects that look at ways of analysing different types of clinical data in
order to improve health services.
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Funding is under the SBRI programme (Small Business Research Initiative). The
best ideas could go on to receive further funding for clinical trials.

System needs to analyse different types of data
Data held by health services can take many forms including laboratory data,
images, data on clinical outcomes and coding in health records.

Putting these different sets of data together to analyse relationships and
outcomes takes a lot of resource and often cannot be easily done.

This competition is seeking ideas for a system that links the different data
sets and allows users to explore patient outcomes against interventions at a
personal and population level.

Competition information
the competition is open, and the deadline for submission of tenders is
at 3pm on 7 August 2018
any organisation that can demonstrate a route to market for its idea can
apply
we expect phase 1 contracts to be worth up to £60,000 and to last up to
6 months
successful projects will attract 100% funded development contracts
applications should be submitted through eTendersNI

https://etendersni.gov.uk/epps

